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WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Rcagan's chief
spokesperson on Monday
denied a claim ,that a_ secret
U.S.-Israeli agreement existed
coVert
authorized
that
counterterrorist operations by.
the to governments.
"There is no alarum or
umbrella agreement that
authorizes--those kinds of
things." spokesperson Marlin
Fitzwater said when asked
about statements attributed to
Atniram Nir, a former Israeli
official who died in a plane
crash in Mexico last week.
Nir, who had been linked to
the Iran-Contra affair, said in
June that a compact allowed
such covert operations, which
he said he supervised- with thenNational Security Council aide
L. North, The
Oliver
Washington Post reported in
Sunday's editions.
North has been charged with
a sariety of offenses related to
the clandestine sales of U.S.
arms to Iran in 1985-86 and the
subsequent diversion of proceeds to the Contra rebels in

by Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer

LL

on Sunday, and we're not
Nicaragua. He is scheduled to
aware of the existence of any
go on trial in late January.
document fitting that descripNir told the Post last summer
lion."
that the agreement authorized
still-secret operations that he
Fitzwater also said, however,
and North supersised in
that •sve cannot comment ...
1985-86, the newspaper said.
with regard to any consersaThe Post said American and.
lions that. may hase taken place
Israeli _sources confirmed_ the
between Mr. Nir and 'others
existence of the Israeliwho are no longer in govern-,
American agreement, referred
ment."
to as "terms of reference" or
by
some
"accords"
Nt the State Department,
knowledgeable sources It said
spokesperson Charles F. Red the agreement was never
man echoed Fitzwater_
disclosed to Congress_
"We's e done some more
Asked Monday whether such
research,
and I can say no such
an agreement existed. Fitzwater
agreement
as discussed in that
replied, "the bottom line is
Post story exists, or existed,"
that we don't believe there is
he said.
One." He said White House
officials checked with sarious
He said the United States
'agencies that might hase been
shared information on terinsolsed and could find no
rorism with Israel.
record of such an agreement.
Fitzwater said the United
"It's so nebulous. it's hard to
States has no knowledge about
tell what they're discussing."
the spokesperson said. "But the ,the circumstances surrounding
president has never executed ;Nir's presence in Mexico or his
any umbrella agreement. or ac- - death . in a plane crash last
Wedrmsday about 110 miles
cord such as the one desetibeel
west of Mexico City
in The Washington Post article

Insanity plea denied
in Steinberg case
NEW YORK (AP) — A man on
-trial for beating to death his illegally
adopted daughter today was denied
permission to change his plea to innocent by reason of insanity, but the
judge said his request could be renewed later.
The request by Joel Steinberg. accused of murdering 6-year-old Lisa
Steinberg, came in the midst of
testimony by the man's former livein lover.
Prosecutors opposed the request,
and state Supreme Court Justice
Harold Rothwax turned it down, but
with the stipulation that Steinberg's
lawyers could renew it later if affidavits from psychiatrists were
included.
Steinberg's lawyer, Ira London,
told Rothwax that new information
derived from the testimony of Hedda Nussbaum, 46. prompted the
change in strategy.
London said psychiatrists who examined Steinberg earlier this year had
initially not believed Steinberg was
mentally incapacitated, but that
Nussbaum's testimony, coupled with
their interviews with the defendant,
would now allow them to testify that

Steinberg lacked criminal responsibility in the girl's death.
Lisa was taken unconscious from
Steinberg's apartment the morning of
Nov. 2, 1987, to St. Vincent's
Hospital, where she died of head injuries three days later.
Rot hwax, the trial judge, pointed
out that an application to present an
insanity defense normally must be Filed before tnal begins and within 30
days after a defendant pleads guilty.
to the indictment.
But the judge noted that "for good
cause shown and in the interests of
justice." th.e court has discretion to
permit an insanity defense to be
presented at any time after an
indictment.
Rothwax then asked London to explain why Steinberg should be allow
ed to plead "not guilty by reason of
mental disease or defect."
London said that in the past year.
Steinberg had been examined by
psychiatrists on two separate occasions.
After each of those examinations,
the psychiatrists had said they did not
beliese Steinberg, a lawyer who was
(see STEINBERG page 4)

S . -Soviet involvement
in Third World cOnflicts
could lead to a global
nuclear war, according to an
internationally- reeognized
authority on U.S. arms sales
policies.
'
In a lecture Monday
night, Michael Mare.
tor of the Five College Program i_n_ Peace ,and World
Security Studies at Hampshire College, Amherst,
Mass., said the worst case
scenario for _the_ 1990s.-and_
beyond is • a nuclear war'
sparked by U.S.-Soict intervention in Third WOrld
conflicts. .
Klare said use of chemical
weapons, ballistic missiles,
and nuclear weapons in these
conflicts could cause global
warfare.
"I think if you think
reahstically about nuclear
war, it is by a combination
of these ingredients," he
Growing frequency and
intensity of Third World
conflicts coupled with an in-

creased risk of I 5.•Sosict
involvement are worsening
trends, Mare said, and will
continue to increase into the
next decade.
"Out of 37 current world
conflicts, 36 of them are takinn place in Third World nations," Marc said — U.S.Soviet insolsement is likely
(see KILARIE page 8)

Gorbachev visit to U.S.
to set pace for future
ASHINGTON (AP)
(scoria.
Bush and Mikhail Gorbaches ill be
dealing with each other as equals for the
first time when they confer,along with
President Reagan in New York. sizing
.each other up in adsance'of a likely
superpower summit next year.
Although Bush insists he'll take part
in Wednesday's lunch merely as sice
president, he pointedly adds, "I expect
they'll be aware they're talking to the
next president.
Echoing that line, Senate Minority
leader Bob Dole, R-Kansas, said Reagan
is "going to be in charge until the 20th
of January. George also knows that's
—not- very far away."'
Under diplomatic protocol, though,
Bush will be at the meeting as Reagan's
understudy, not as president-elect. Colin
Powelt, the White House national
security advisor, said that gis en Bush's
position, "it would not be appropriate,
then,• for the vice president to have a
separate agenda."
Bush was asked Monday about Soviet
reports that Gorbachev would bring
• proposals that Americans should consider as a Christmas present. "We're not
going to open it before Christmas,"
Bush joked.

More seriously, Bush said, "Vs ell
consider whatever it is he has to say.
And, no, certainly there'll be some talk
of substance at the meeting ••
He said he had "made Very clear to
the leaders in the Soviet Union that lam
most anxious tocontinue to seek. ways
to work together andto hase rogress.
"But I have not assembled my national security team in toto," Bush
said. ”And there will not be any commitment on my part in terms of specific
arms control proposals or things of that
nature. We'll listen, make clear we want
progress — it's of interest to America
and everybody around the world in my.
view —but-net start moving-forward in
detail on' strategic arms, consentional
force arms seals or ansthing else."
To emphasize that he is not encroaching on Reagan, Bush will not take
to New York his own national security'
adviser-designate, Brent Scowcroft.
Moreover, Bush is not planning to gise
his own public interpretation or the
meeting, leasing that to Secretary of
State George P. Shultz and Reagan.
"The sense of appropriateness is very
strong with‘him," said Bush's press
(see MEETING page 8)
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News Briefs

Tuesday Night Special

Activists invite Gorbachev to shelter

Pasta
Till
Bustal

1

Vs ASHINGTON
(AP)
Homeless activists angered by.
Mikhail Gorbachev's plans to visit
New York City's opulent Trump
lower are inviting the Soviet leader
to a homeless shelter and a soup kitchen to get "a more balanced and
realistic view of our nation."
The invitation was made in a letter prepared for delisery to the Soviet
Embassy Monday, a day before the

Atlantis deploys radar satellite
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.,(AP)
— The crew of space shuttle Atlantis successfully deployed a powerful
radar satellite over the weekend,
reportedly the chief goal of the
clandestine military mission,
knowledgeable sources said Monday .
The $SOO million Lacrosse satellite
reportedly was designed to gather extremely sharp all-weather images of
Easier° Bloc military targets and
would help American intelligence
agencies monitor Soviet compliance
with arms control treaties.
The sources, who requested
anonymity, said the satellite was
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The juvenik, identified as Richard
I., was stopped at a police roadblock
set up as part of a holiday season
crackdown on drunken driving.
Police announced :n ads ance that the
checkpoints would be set up around
the city, but did not ads cruse their
locations.
In Maine, the state supreme court
has been asked to decide a similar
case.
In the state case, Millbridge attorney Earl S: Tyler challenged the
constitutionality of a roadblock that
..svas used to stop his chat.in 1987.
Tyler said there were no warning
signs for the roadblock set up bs the
Hancock Counts Shcrifrs Department, and no standard procedure set
for the roadblock

Legislators to be sworn in

DH Poles
%alued up to $50
Only $19.95

XL Skis * bindings
Only 149 and up

M1LLBRIDC;E, Maine (AP) —
The attorney in a case that challenges
drunken-driving roadblocks in Maine
said Monday that a Supreme Court
decision refusing to bar police from
conducting roadside sobriety tests by
setting up checkpoints in California
could help his case before the Maine
supreme court
On Monday. the Supreme Court,
by a 7-2 %cite, let stand a ruling from
California that such roadsvte sobnets.
tests for drunken driving do not
violate the rights of motorists.
in'
'The ruling stemmed triiiin
which a juvenile was arrested by
police in Anaheim. Calif . and charged with driving under the influence of
alcohol

Gates 61oses or Mittens
$60 valtie
- Only $30

Technica Galax%
D.H Boots
$ 1 50 list
Now $89

operating well as it followed a course
that carries it Over 80 percent of the
Soviet Union.
As word about the satellite was
reported, Atlantis' five astronauts
were beginning tht fourth day of
their mission and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Air Force were keeping
a tight lid on information about their
activities.
Before Monday, there had been no
in-flight Information leaked to news
agencies as it was on two earlier
shuttle
Department
Defense
missions.

Are roadblocks constitutional?

28 Mill St. Orono, ME 04473 207/866-4200

.11.•• Ara V •

Soviet president arrives in New York
to address the United Nations
General Assembly._
Gorbachev's itinerary includes a
Meeting Wednesday with billionaire
developer Donald Trump at the
68-story Manhattan building that carries Trump's name, Trump's office,
Trump's $19 million apartment, six
levels of shopptng and millions of
dollars worth of embellishments.

SO. LOWN Rooms

9:00-5:00
91<**********************=it

AUGUSTA. Maine (AP) —
Maine's newly elected legislators will
gather at the State House on Tuesday
to decide a heated contest for
secretary of state and flesh out their
leadership rovir as the lawmakers
prepare to be worn
Majority Democrats in both
houses are to settle an intense maks
for nomination to -the prestigious
st.c.retary of State's post between two
former legislators: incumbent DepuSecretary of State Peter W. Danton and one-time gubernatorial
hopeful G. William DiamoncL
The winner of Tuesdas's crucial

runoff is virtually assured of being
elected by the full Legislature to the
pFst in a formal sote on Wednesday.
when Goi. John R. McKernan will
swear in the lawmakers.
Also Tuesday, House Republicans
will choose among two candidates for
minority leader and twice that
flambe(of aspirants to the assistant
minority leader's post.
This week's activities will be largely
ceremonial, however, with substantive business deferred until the sixmonth %"-sion begins in -earnest HI
January._

Bakker indictEdforfraud
(.1-1AR4OTTE, N.C.(APk—A.
federal grand jury investigating the
PT[ ministry Mondas indicted its
founder, television evangelist Jim
Bakker, for fraud.
Bakker, 48. and former aide
Richard Dortch were charged in a
24-count indictment with mail fraud,
wire fraud and conspiring to defraud
the public through the sale of lifetime
partnerships in the ministry's

Fleeitue Village theme park
The indictrn5nt against Bakker and
Dortch alleges that in late 1983, Bakker announced construction of a
vacation park at Heritage USA that
was to include a grand hotel. In 1984,
he announced the sale of lifetime:
memberships for the purpose of
financing the hotel's construction,
the indictment said.

88.
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Family of accident victim
-Bangor man arrested
in Pelkey murder case files suit against university
An
BANGOR, Maine (AP)
unemployed carpenter was al tested
Monday evening on a murder charge
after being named in a secret indictment alleging that he killed a 13-yearold u-ngor girt whose iwaly was.
found last month along a logging
road in Hermon. authorities said.
Ronald W. Bot-thar, 24, offered no
resistance when he was arrested at his
Bangor apartment and taken to the
Penobscot County Jail. said Sgt.
Barry Shuman of the Maine State
Police.
Boobar. formerly of Miki.was
named in an indictment handed up
earlier in thf day charging him with
the aluider of Rebecca Pelkey
When reporters at the jail asked
Boobar whether he killed Pelkes, he
replied that he did not.

by Lisa Cline
Staff Writer

Following the indictment. Shuman
revealed for the first time that the girl
had died of strangulation and was
found with a rope around her neck.
Investigators, who had kept the cause

The family of a woman killed last
spring in an automobile crash with a
University of Maine ambulance has filed a lawsuit against the ambulance
driver and the university.
- Darrell Scott and his daughter.
Earlene Langlais, both of Caribou, filed the complaint Thursday in Penobscot
County Superior Court in Bangor.
Marie Scott died after the April 9,
1988 accident on Hogan Road at the Interstate 95 on ramp.
Scott and Langiais are seeking compensation tor_ the emotional and financial losses related to Marie Scott's death
as well as compensation for their own
injuries.
According to police reports filed after
the accident occurred, the Datsun driven
by Darrell Scott entered the intersection
on a green light as the ambulance ciiiven
by David F. Thibault approached using
flashing lights but no siren./
Warren Silver, attorney f4Lhe Scott

drith tinder wracit, said thcy did

not know of a motive.
Shuman said Boobar and Pelkey
were seen together Nov. 2, the last
time the girl was seen alive.
Two men collecting evergreen
boughs for wreaths found the girl's
body Nov. 9 about 200 feet down the
logging road.
Boobar, who was being held
without bail, was scheduled to be arraigned Superior Court later this
week, probably Wednesday or Thursday, said Steven McCausland.
spokesperson, for the state police.
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Can You Offer a Creative Contribution to Your Field?
•.

•

family, said it is against Maine state law
for an ambulance to run a red light
without sounding its siren.
According to the complaint, the plaintiffs are asking for compensation in a
"reasonable amount.. as the court
J1J.31

astai

Thibault and the university have until Dec. 12 to respond to the complaint.
Kent Price, assistant to the University of Maine System Chancellor, said
Monday it would he "inappropriate" to
comment on a case which is still under
litigation.
UMaine System Vice Chancellor
William Sullivan would not comment
directly on the lawsuit but did say, "It
was a tragic accident that we regret very'
much."
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Classifieds

HEY WMEB!
Are you ready to face
humiliation once again on the
volleyball coin: at the hands
of your journalistic superiors
- the reigning champs at The
Daily Maine('ampus? See you at
6:00 p.m. Friday on the court!
Be ready to pay up after you
lose!
For Sale
Plane ticket for sale. Round
trip Bangor to Newark, New
Jersey. 866-4198.
no Thrill Shop.
From Main take Pine, second
right onto Birch. Wed.. 11-4.
For Rent
Trailer for rent. S350/month.
3 bedrooms. Call Amy or
Cathy. 827-6591
Unfurnished apartment 2
bedrooms, bath, heated.
Excellent condition.
Available Jan. I. Days
827-6121 Even. 827-5483.
NANNY I\N BOSTON
Beginning in Jan. for our 5
and 1 year old boys. Requires
a loving, responsible,
independent, experienced,
special person. Excellent
benefits including: car, suite,
tuition. Call 508-653-6660
7-10
PM.
11•,,
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Congratulations New Sister,
and New Officers of Gamma
Sigma Sigma, we h..d a
terrific past semester. i its
make the next one just as great
Good Luck on Finals
Everyone!
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*Steinberg

A LIE
OF THE MIND

disbarred after the killing, was suffering from any mental incapacity the night
that Lisa was fatally injured.
But after hearing. Nussbaum's
testimony; - London said, The
psychiatrists indicated that they could
testify tluu Steinberg lacked criminal
responsibility.
Nussbaum testified last week that
Steinberg beat, starved and humiliated
her.
In slow cadences punctuated by sighs.
gulps and sobs, Nussbaum said
Steinberg fed her cocaine, cut her off
from her family, brainwashed her into
believing she, was a cultist who hypnoti:

by Sam Shepard

ickm es-

yirr

(ewitiiimed from wee 1)

ed people and-got -her fired from her job
as a children's book editor at Random
House.
She also testified that she "worshipped" Steinberg, believed he had
"godlike" powers and was a healer..
This, she said, was in part sshy she did
nothing to help Lisa as the child lay unconscious on the bathroom floor for.
hours.
Nussbaum has testified that Steinberg
admitted to 1-tcr he; "knocke-e, Lisa down
and she didn't want to get up" about the
time the prosecution says the fatal blow
.as ;truck,

dIP./.11P
'
/411P/illt/dir/...4P./.-400
./..4011P

STUDENTS
NEED TO STAY ON CAMP-US
OVER UNIVERSITY BREAKS?

j
/AO

sk
A

University breaks offer an opportunity for most students
to go home and enjoy family life However, some may
have to remain in Drono to participate in official
University activities such as sporting events. time.
sensitive research. rehearsals and so forth Because
most dormitories close during these periods. a need to
remain on campUs can create an inconvenience and a sense
of isolation for the Student To offset this set of
circumstances tOr these periods. the Center for Student
Services will try to match studenIsnwho have an official
need to remain on campus with host families in the ioca
area. Students will be able to stay. with these familieS
during the vacation and participate in family activities
as agreed upon by the host family and the student

Maine Masque Theatre
December -7-40,8 rirtl.
December &,.2 p.m:
Hauck Auditorium. University of-Maine
General-Admission $6
Admission Free to .UM Students
For information
and reservations 581-1755

Any student fitting this category who would like to be
matched with a host family should contact the Center for
Student Services in the Memorial Union fPnone 581 18201
at his/her earliest convenience

Performing Arts!
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DIMPARTTFRE
s:oo A.M.

U-MAINE

3:30 P.M.

MaINE Mall

7:00 P.M.

L.L. BeaN

Mairie Mall

10:30 A.M.

L.L. BeaN

4:00 P.M.

U-MAINE

9:30 P.M.

• NorEt,* riMeS anc appnoximate
• Transportation - Comfortable Cyr Bus line coach
* Meals - are optional:
a) Use your Validine card to receive 2 bag lunches
b) Purchase your meals at the Maine Mall or Freeport.
• A chance to get your Christmas shopping done.
* A chance to get away from the University for a day
• And only for $10.00 which must be paid before December 10th
• Only 47 seats available, so act NOW!
* Sign up at the IDB.office 3rd floor Memorial Union.
across from Student Government.
-

• — ••••#.",:•.
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DiCicco named editor of Campus
by Christina Koliandcr
Staff Writer

co said he also would like to see circulation increased.
"Circulation has been increased by
The new editor of The Daily Maine
500 this semester. I'd like to see at least
Campus has been appointed for the
500 more distributed next semester,"
spring semester.
said.
Michael DiCicco, a senior journalism
Last summer, DiCicco worked as an
major from Essex Junction, Vt., was
intern in Hong Kong for United Press
named last Wednesday to fill the seat
International, a wire service.
acated by Jan Vertefcuille, who is
"There is so much news going on in
graduating in December.
Asia, because it is a place that is grow"i have a lot of experience at the
ing so quickly," he said.
newspaper and am excited to fill the top
DiCicco has freelanced for A merican
scat next semester," DiCicco said. "I
in London, a British magazine, and also
think i know what to look for in a story,
for the Bangor Daily News.
when there are holes and when more
He doisn't know where he will end up
questions need to be asked."
after college, but knows he wilLremain
Vertefeuille said she thinks DiCicco
in the newspaper business. ,
was the best choice for editor.
"I plan on applying everywhere, from
"I think he's the best qualified canMaine to Hong Kong, but I'd really like
didate." she said. "He really knows to work in Asia again," he said.
Michael DiCieco has been named
every aspect of the paper, since he's •
The West is starting to focus on
editor for the Sprint I989 semester
been here since his freshrs.an year. He'll
Asia. That's where the news is"
has c a tough semester trying to keep the - . ....-C-C-2•C:1••-":".,.--_.,-C7-C.}C..7,----....-C>CKZ•i•Cyczacyc:}4=•{2-.="C"{:"-•--:-.--;-•,--::--.
number of staff writers up. but I think
TONIGHT
he Afill do a good job."
Currently the assistant editor, DiCicForeign Film Series
co foresees many cnangcs for the paper
. „ "Pixote"
next semester.
"I think the paper has improved in
Portugese 1981
the last year, but it has a long way to
go/' he said.
;4 This is one of the most remarkable and unsentimental
Some of the changes DiCacco would
films ever made on the subject of childhood. They are
like to see are more volunteer writers for
homeless Brazilian .vouths exploited bv criminals. misthe paper and more people with extreated in "reform" schools, then set loose in the
perience submitting written material.
Rio underworld where they complete p031-graduate work
-I'd like to see people who have experience in the arts and science. It is difin purse-snatching, drug-dealing, pimping and murder.
ficult for our staff writers to write arFREE to UM Students with LA
ticles when they are not familiar with the, X
7:30PN
/01 .Virvdk Hall
Y
material." he said.
Admission for others X
- 2
Two areas DiCicco said he'd like to
Sponsored by The Union Board
see improved are the Centerpiece section '
and the classified advertisements. DiCic- ,

TONIGHT
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QUALIFY FUR
;YOU
i INSTANT CREDIT!

el

'Start slaking, credit rat-;
I chases It24EDIATELY I We
iwill send you a Membors
'Credit Card at once
INO CREDIT CHECK. FIAJV nn%
:Jewelry, Clothing,Sportling Goods,Watches, FlocItronics& MOREI All with
;installment payments out
lof our "Giant 100+ rages
'Catalog." Take 12 months
I to repay. Your personal
credit card is a -second
I.D.- valuable for check
'cashing, etc. plus your
',Students Credit Group
BA-1 reference vii! be es-n
I file to help you obtain
!other credit cards. So
I send in your $5 cata 1 oc.
dero-sit now. (refundable
Pith yollr f irAt order)
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PARKING PROBLEM

AN AD HOC TASK FORCE ON PARKING AT UM WILL HOLD TWO PUBLIC HEARINGS DEC. 7 TO HEAR YOUR IDEAS ON
HOW TO SOLVE OR ALLEVIATE THE ON-CAMPUS PARKING PROBLEM. HEARINGS WILL BE HELD FROM NOON TO
2 P.M. IN THE SUTTON LOUNGE. MEMORIAL UNION; AND FROM 6tTO fi P.M.. 100 NEVILLE HALL. SUGGESTION
BOXES WILL BE AVAILABLE AT BOTH SESSIONS. WRITTEN SUGGESTIONS ALSO MAY BE SENT TO 118 ALUMNI
HALL. TWO MORE MEETINGS WILL BE HELD LATER THIS ACADEMIC YEAR. FOR MORE INFORMATION. CALL
JEANNE MA, TASK FORCE CHAIR, AT 1407.
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Editorial
There's too
much pressure
he period of time between Thanksgiving break
and the end of the fall semester is a hectic time
of ycar for college students. Not only are
students beginning to feel some burnout from the daily.
pressures of course requirements, but most also find
their thoughts increasingly turned towards their
traditional family holiday activities.
In addition to these natural responses that coincide
with the season, the student also shoulders the added
burdens of the inevitable end-of-the-year final projects.
papers, presentations and exams,
Final exams are most often the norm for many'
classes, full-time, student!, would be naive pot to expect
at least two, hut papers, projects and the like can sary
(al-though should be anticipated).
Most professors justify this requirement by notifying
the student either on the syllabus, which is usually.
handed outthe first day of class, or by giving _the
student at least a month's,..notice (usually), thus
providing what is termed "plenty of advance notice."
„ Although students are. in most cases given enough
notice to complete any reasonable assignment, pro-.
ones
lessors seem to forget that they are not the only
— .
who might assign a "final something.."
In addition to making the effort not tra procrastinate
starting that "final something" or "somethings,"
students are already trsing to keep up on the assigned
reading for five classes, Study for exams and write
reports and papers that are assigned throughout the
term.
It is obvious that in some classes final exams or last
prelims taken during finals week are essential, hut
professors should seriously question the necessity of •
, -final projects. papers and presentations.
Because a "final sonic-6"-g" is supposed to be a
culmination of the skills and knowledge the student has
acquired, perhaps teachers could spread out the assignment into four "short somethings" instead of heaping it
all into that long,rtreacherous "final something '•

T

The night before Christmas
Dale's smile disappeared
as he wondered what was wrong,
"I don't understand," he thought
"I've been so good all year long."

Keith Brann
'Twits the night before Christmas
and all through tackland,
nothing was stirring
all was going as planned:—
.

Without turning around Santa growled
"Come out here, boy,
Just what are you trying to pull
with this little ploy?"
.- •
Dale stepped into the room
with a sheepish grin,
"How are you sir- have you lost weight
you look thin."

The VPs were [leak('
all snug in their beds.
while delusions of grandeur
_._:tianced in their heath.
Student cars were carefully
parked between the lines,
since no one had the manes
to pay the on-line fines.

"Don't try to suck up
I've got no time for your games,
after ail that you've done
you should be ashamed."

His wife in her night gown
and Dale in his cap.
had just settled down
for a long winter's nap

"How can you possibly justify
buying the baseball team lights,
when the women at this school
are afraid to go out at night?"

When all at once such a noise
broke through the quiet,
Dale sprang for the phone
thinking it a full-scale riot.

"Your once efficient health center
is now in shambles,
explain to me Dale
why you chose to take such a gamble?"

The phone was dead
so he ran to the window,
threw open the curtains
and peered down below.
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"Selling 'artifacts
to build a lounge for jocks,
what havt,you got
in your head for brains — rocks?"

What to his beedy little
Nixon-like 'eyes should appear,
hut a sleigh wrapped round a light post
and eight tangled reindeer.

"And this money business with Mr. Gasett
and that basketball player,
instead of expecting christmas presents
you'd best start saying your prayers."

"Dalian it." the driver swore
aware of his plight,
"This university needs
a lot more light."

Dale's head drooped
and his shoulders sort of shrugged,
his eyes had the look
of a man who was drugged

From his stance he looked tired
from his cough he sounded sick,
from the window Dale scratched his head
and thought "This is St. Nick?"
--

he man grabbed a large bag
and started for the house,
Dale snuck downstairs—
quiet as a Georgia mouse.
At the foot of the stairs
Dale stared at the door in shock,
-MY Pod. he said to himself
"Sinta's picking the lock!"
Santa moved quickly
as if he knew the place well,
Dale saw the size of his bag
and thought ''Gee', this is swell."
Stockings for the discretionary funds
hung frOm the mantle in a long row,
when Santa saw how many there were
he let out a wicked sarcastic "Ho ho_."__

The severity of Santa's words
had taken hold,
he knew he wouldn't get any gifts
not esen coal.
Santa made his way
baci to the door,
and before leasing
he spoke once more
"Stop all this foolishness
and maybe next year,
you'll get a visit
from me and ms reindeer
"Oh. one more thing
you owe me for the sleigh,
I'll finish my run in your car—
have a nice day."
Keith Brann is a senior journalism major
whosefirst New Year's solution_will be to
give ip.rhpming r-for no milk-War reason.
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Response
Parking rules do
not apply to all
To the editor:

were told they did not have the
manpower to do anything
about it.
Yes, you guessed it. another
If we, as students, were parkletter about the parking proed illegally we would receive a
blem on campus. However, this
SIO parking ticket and a S30
letter is not about having had
towing charge. If our math is
our cars towed or ticketed. hut
correct, 53 cars parked illegalabout a group of people that
ly works out to S2120. Hey,
did not get ticketed.
why-tides:11'i the university, as
The SO:Xt.r team held an
in this case, hold a few more
awards banquet in the Stodder
cafeteria Sunday afternoon. As -functions and ticket and tow
those parked illegally? Think of
tour interested students who
the revenue. We could avoid
looked out the hall window to
the next tuition increase, delay
see a 'parking iot overflowing
the next bond issue or maybe
with cars, we decided to take a
even a build a new parking
sursey. We put our jaacts on
garage.
and jotted down the make.
Please don't misunderstand
model and license plate number
the intentions behind this letter.
of all the_ cars parked illegally
We have no gripe with the
in the Stodder r Penobscot parkathletic department, the soccer
ing Tot, most for documentateam, or any cat owner illegaltion to substantiate the claim of
ly parked on -Sunday. We just
this letter.
feel that a double standard exThe survey revealed 10Ns
parked in a loading ,one. 12 ists here and it should be
corrected.
cars parked in a wrong lot. and
31 cars parked on the grass.
Wondering if anything was beScott Cummings, Todd Pinto
ing done about this situation,
Brian Muscat, Glenn Walby
we took our list to the DepartStodder Hall
ment of Public Safety where we
•

Store
not open
enough
To the editor:
(inc of my best friends, who
graduated from UMaine- last
sear. canié. up (from Nesv
York) to visit for the day on
Saturday. I was really excited to
give her a tour of our newly
renovated bookstore in the
Memorial .Union. We arrived
on campus just a little bit after
2:00 p.m. and when we got to
the door we were very disappointed to tee that the
bookstore was closed. It had
closed at 2:00 p.m.
Now, please, give us a break.
I don't think it's too
unreasonable to ask why the
bookstore does't stay open instil at least 5:00 p.m.?
Saturday is a day of leisureand if the bookstore would stay
open a little longer it would give
students who don't have time
during the week, to shop and
look around. If anything, it
becomes profitable for the
university to stay open for a
few extra hours.
My friend and I weren't the
oiklki, ones who were disappointed. I recall one older couple saying, "It's disappointing
- don't you think?"
I sure do.
Maureen Lano
Orono

Letters to the editor should be 300 words or less and
guest columns should be about 450 words. For
verification purposes, a name, address, and phone
number must accompany letters.

Don't speak for everyone!
To the editor:
I am a senior in Pre-med and
-has-e never felt strongly enough
to take up what little free time
I have to write a letter to the
paper. This letter is in reference
to a column by Maureen
Rosenberg and Gary Atwood
on Nov. 29.
Everyone is entitled to their
own opinionstint in Rosenberg
and Atwood's case they seem to
have spoken for us all — they
haven't for this , UMaine
student.
I would like to know exactly
who the"many students" and
"student body" are they wrote
of. According to the article' we
are owed health services." As
my parents say, no one owes
you anything, you must earn it.
Maybe by working with people,
not going on the defensive im-

mediately, and trying to
understand all viewpoints (not
just yostr own) something but
sniping can get done.
That is not the main focus of
this letter, however. What
found difficult to swallow was
this statement "the inventive
programs are great, but please
don't institute those special
programs at the expense of
routine and acute medical
care."
A major concern of traditional students is prevention in
many forms (exercise, diet,
stress..). As we all know what
we do to our bodies now will
get back to us in the years to
come. Many people our age, including myself, have the attitude that we will always be
young and healthy so education
is the key. That is what we are
here for isn't it? So I really

The return of the 'F'
Stanford is regularly ranked
among the top 10 universities
— the short list of academic excellence...411c A team. Doubtless
it is difficult for Stanford's
faculty and administration to
conceive of a student accepted
by them ever being capable of
sinking to the lowest extreme of
an F, as in flunking. But like
saints trying to imagine the
ninth circle of Dantc's inferno,
a world below their ken — the
powers-that-be at Palo Alto are
considering restoring F to
students' reports cards as the
ultimate scarlet letter.
The grade of F was abolished at Stanford in 1969, along,
in fact, with the grade of D,
that lesser acknowledgement of
academic disgrace. Students
who fell below C simply received no credit...for the course, as
-or_perhaps 4be course
did not exist.
Ah, the '60s, when the young
took chargeof all the grading
systems in life and adutts were
the ones who got marded F
just for being over 30. In colleges across the land, students
not only prescribed how they
should be graded (very gently)
but what they should be taught.
"Relevance" Was the governing
standard that swept away all
these musty old courses, like
history. Make it Now, man!
The imminent restoration of
F on the repoit:iust. must be
taken as a clear signal that, for

better and worse, the Age of
Permissiveness has ended. The
stiff graders have come back to
authority in almost all areas Of
life except the schools.
A politician cannot deliver a
speech without all the pundits
grading it on a scale of-I to 10
— and 5 (the equivalent of F)
Is pretty' genctous coming from
the likes of the McLaughlin
Group.
Consumer reports give goods
Worse-than-average ratings —
unless
the equivalent of D
they come from Germany or
'Japan_

Guest Column
by
Melvin Maddocks
Men and women have gotten
into the dubious habit of
grading relationships, and if
you believe documents like the
Ann Landers column, an A is
rare as a crocus in November.
Nowhere can the inclination
toward the harsh grading be
more sharply measured than in
the penal code. If tougher
sentencing is the mood of the
moment — if the death 'penalty has returned to general favor
— can F be far behind?
Still, a sentimental soft touch
lurks just behind the tough guy
in the American stiff-grader.

Even when the natives are
practically mugging one
another with criticism, the
blackjacks will suddenly fall to
the ground and the plaintive cry
go up for kinder, a gentler
America.
The politician who poses as
being positive, while nastily
criticizing his opponent for being a critic, will win nearly
every time.
The unofficial motto has
always been "If you can't
boast, don't knock."
Translation: If you can't give
an A, don't give an F.
Actually, the F-receivers —
often casual risk-takers — do
not suffer the way they are supposed to. They remain laughing
playboys _even. when the
puritans clan* them in the,
stocks.
It is the diligent students who
count on an A and end up with'
a B-minus who burn with
shame.
Well, who wouldn't like to
get an A? Wnd who wouldn't
like give an A?
On life and its A, B, C's, —
and F's — the aphorist Mignon
McLaughlin had the final
word. "I can barely stand con‘siructive praise," she wrote.
"I certainly can't stand constructive criticism.
Melvin Maddocks is a columnist for the Christian Science
Monitor.

resented the reference and
seeming lack of importance
given to these programs. For
Rosenberg's and Atwood's information, out of a staff of 20
all are work study or work
merit.
Also po more money has
been "instituted" into our programs than was funded for
them in previous years. So you
may have to look elsewhere for
your ammunition to use on the
administration to use on the administration. Also it should only include FACTS!
I have worked for the PMP.
program and those other inventive programs for the past year
and a half. I have benefited
greatly from this experience and
hope they prosper in the future
so others can gain from the experience. Unlike the recent article I speak only for myself, as
it should be, let people form
their own opinorts based on
facts.
Gladys M. Smith
Peer Health Educator

Students
deserve
a refund
To the editor:
Everyone is well aware of the
problems being experienced at
the. Cutler Health Center,
which have resulted in a' major
reduction in the availability of
services to students.
At the beginning of this
semester I paid the health fee,
assuming that should I become
ill or injured at any time of the
day, I would be able to receive
-prompt medical care_ This obviously is not the case. I have
paid for a service which has not
lived up to it's part of the
agreement.
It is for this reason that I
believe we who have paid the
health fee deserve a rebate
which is proportional to the
amount of time that medical
care is unavailable.
I'm sure there are a lot of
students who could use the
money to help pay their parking tickets.
Richard L. Ingraham
;St. Albans, Mc.
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secretary, Sheila Tate
He is not
president."
Bush has said that once he becomes
president. he will he prepared to meet
Gorbachev "at the earliest.time" to
assess chances for progress in arms
control and other areas.
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to produce an increased tempo of
violence."
Klare attributes the high number of
these nations to an increase in power forces ,by both the
U.S. and the Soviet Union.
During the 1980s. the U.S. has increised the number of aircraft carriers, amphibious and army divisions.
and light infantry- overseas.
Mare attnbutes the influence of the
Reagan Doctrine, which supports insurgents to oSterthrosir governments
the U.S. views as "hostile." as a
"fundamental policy to increase
pressure on Sos tel regimes in the
Third World."
"The Reagan Administration
.rested with the ultra-nght constituency." Mare said. "It came in with
an attitude not Just to respond to
Soviet pressure, but to re-spond aggressively and forceably to Soviet
pressure.. to be on the offensive."
,The Soviet Union. Klare said, has
had a more mixed response.
It has stiffened its attitude toward
Third World nations, has increased
arms sales to Third World clients.
and has increased its influence in
these nations, according to Mare.
But Mare mid the Soviet Union
"seems to want to reduce its commitment to Third Worbil to conserve its
resources for its own economic
growth."
"It's too early to see exactly where
they're headed,' Mare said..
Klare fears the U.S.-Sosiet involvement increases the risk of an intersection between the two superpowers.
"On the whole, the 1980s has been
a period of intensified East-West
competition in the Third World,"
Marc said.
A:though the U.S. and Soviet
t mon engage in nuclear proliferation
and arms reduction talks, there arc
no talks to reduce their insols enteric
in Third World nations. Mare said.
"We have to work to diminsh the
frequency of conflictsin the Third
World." Klare said.
Klare said the U.S. and the So% ict
Union cannot work alone, howeser.
The best %chicle for finding - a solution 10 the _increasing tensions lies
with the United Nations, according
to Mare.
"We need to strengthen that and
find
solutions
to
regional
disputes," he said. "We should
support that kind of undertaking."
Another solution is to give more
support to initiatives Third World na
tion make on their own, Klare said.
Klare cited the Nuclear-Proliferation Treaty as a model for
cooperation. "It's the best thing We 6s-e going." he said, "but it needs
strengthening.
"That's the direction we hase to go
)t ,he want to prevent World War
I :yet: "
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Sio'llOrtS
Roberts pleased with tourney performance
Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
If there is one word to describe Head
Coach Trish Roberts' feelings after her
team's performance over the weekend,
it would be positive.
Her University of Maine women's
basketball team finished second in the
Michigan State Holiday Classic and carries a 2-2 record into the Virginia Commonwealth Tournament this weekend.
"It was a totally different team from
thc Downcast Auto Classic," Roberts
"Wr svere just-trying to improve
over Iasi week r"
There was some extra incentivein the
first round against Syracuse Unirersits.

as the UMaine players noticed
had strong games against Syracuse and
something in warmups that bothered
continued that play in the championship
them.
game with Michigan State. which the
"The players came to me during warLady Spartans won 60-53. •
mups and said that the Syracuse players
"We were behind at the half (32-23)
were laughing at them," Roberts said.
and closed it to one, but we had to foul
"But I guess we had the last laugh."
at the end and hope that they would
UMaine defeated Syracuse 59-45 with
miss," Roberts said, "but they didn't.
a strong perimeter game, led by Cathy
This was not a ses
, en-point ball
iaconeta's six for seven shooting from
game."
the outside.
•
, Kathy,karlsson, whoatarted against
"Ike did not look to shoot in the firs;
Eastern Washington in the consolation
half, and Syracuse was sagging off game of the Downcast Auto Classic, was
her," Roberts said. "I told her to schedule(' to start against Syracuse hulk
take_ the Absx___N) they would.Oiy_la___as replaced by Nobert.
tighter, and fortunate for us she wa.s hit"Kathy started against Eastern
ting."
Washington because she came off the
aactoria Watras and Kelly Nobert also
bench and played well against San

Capuano named
Hockey East
Player of the
Week

Diego," Roberts said. "I like to
reward players who perform well.
"But she got a little nervous starting,
so I put Kelly back in there. Kathy plays
better off the bench, and Kelly really
had a good weekend."
UMaine showed a strong outside
game Friday, hitting 51 percent of their
shots. Saturday the Black Bears had the
inside attack in high gear, led by Rachel
Bouchard's 21 points.
"We have to concentrate on having
both games working consistently," ,
Roberts said.

fren
se S.

bs Kim finlacau
Stet; Writer
For the second week in a-row, Univer•
sny. of Maine's David Capuano has been
named Hockey East's Player of the
Week.
Capuano, a junior from Cranston.
R.I., is the first player in the history of
Hockey East to be elected Player of the
Week in consccutise weeks more than
once. He earned his first consecutive
honors last season during the weeks of
Jan. 4, and Jan. 11, 1988.
The right winger captured Hockey
East Player honors by tally-trig up eight
goals in only three games this week. Last
Tuesday, Capuano.scored two goals in
the Black Beats' 8-4 win over Boston
Unisersity. He continued his scoring
streak by producing two hat tricks (three
goals in a game)in Maine's 5-2 victory
against the University of Wisconsin and
7-4 decision over the University of
North Dakota.
The first time Capuano reccised
Hockey East Player honors was the
week of Jan. 1, 1988, when UMaine
played against Wisconsin and North
Dakota. He also had a hat trick that
week against the Badgers
Capuano's hat tricks marks the first
time in his career at Maine that his has
scored consecutive hat tricks.
With his eight goals from this week,
Capuano now has 12 goals and seven
assists for 19 points in 10 games this
season. He missed four games this
season due to a sprained ankle he suffcrcd during the Black Bears game
agadast.Martmack College. He suffered
a broken fibula in the same leg during
a summer hociey league game in
August.
Capuano is now has 163 career points
at Maine, putting him fourth on the
Black Bears'allaime leading scoring.list.
He is only five points behind Joe Crespi
(1977-81) who has 168 points.

The University of Maine's Mahanry Clubhouse has

begun construction. ahown here, from kit to right, are
Dr. Thomas !Wet°, t nisersity of Maine Vice President
for Administration: Dr. John Wlakia, Head Busebott
(oach; Lam Mahanes, Webber Entry Fuels President

and the project's primary benefactor; 1)oug utchin,
President of the Sheridan Corporation, a major benefactor and general contractor for the project; and Dr. Isesin
1% hilt-. I nu,rr.iI iif Maine Athletic litrector.

The Black Bear Radio Network?
The Black Bear Radio Network.
What a Ccincept.
Imagine if you will the University
ot Maine's athletic teams being
broadcait'statewide. In Bangor and
Augusta. In Portland and Caribou —
even in Jackman. What a delightful
way to conjure up the state spirit that
these teams can create.
Forget it.
Doesn't happen.
But a nice idea, anyway.
No longer can you listen to the
nationally-ranked Black Bear hockey'
team outside of Bangor — unless you
listen to WMEB-FM (which can take
you as far as Newport on a good day
and is not part of the network).
Huh Black Bear hockey fans hase
shown that they can be loud in Alfond Arena and, now, their voices are
being heard in other places — like on
the other end of Ian McCaw's
telephone.
You see, Mr. McCaw works for
the UMaine Athletic department's
Office for External Affairs. His job
is to help the people of our fine state
hear and read about their Black
Bears. I guess you might say he's in

Mike Bourque
public relations (but don't hold that
against him — he's really not a bad
guy).
Anyway, McCaw has heard from
more than a few fans. They write
him. They call him. They even send
him copies of letters they have writ-'
ten to their local papers. They tell
him stories of car pooling 80 miles
jug to get in range of WAB1's AM
91 (which, consequently, can't be
heard in some parts of Hampden)to
listen to Joe Carr and Dase Westbs
tell them about their team and its next
prospective victim. Another man has
said he is going as far as telling sponsors of WAB1 not to advertise with
them until they bring the games back
to FM. Don't mess with a Black Bear
fan and his hockey.
But last week Ian got a call from
the Big Guy (don't worry he's been
called worse). Yessir, esen President
Lick wanted to know the situation.
He apparently had been called by a
state senator who wanted to what was
going on up here.

He didn't care about artifacts or
clubhouses or even discretionary
funds. He wanted to know why his
constituents Could no longer *venter-- their beloved Bears.
But what is Ian to do? He doesn't
control WABI's programming. He
can't tell them waht to do.
Let's ask station manager, George'.
Gonyar about this dilemma. It seems
like a decent question.
"Hurts our ratings," says
tionyar.
He claims -that his FM station
(WYOU-FM)loses its country music
listeners when he programs sports.
Gonyar says his station has not
received many calls and, anyway,
sports fans are always the loudest of
listeners when it comes to complaints.
Nice idea, this network is. It just
doesn't seem right to cut off an audience that has been building as_
UMatnc has risen to national pro
minence. Does it, George?
Mike Bourque IA a senior jot.rnalism major who thinks maybe
Dave Ahlers and the staff of 14 MEB
should take over the Black Bear network.
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Ballinger seeking state's best in track records
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
As the University of Maine indoor
track teams prepare for the season, the
foundation for squads of the future are
being built.
Head Coach Jim Ballinger has increased recruiting efforts in an attempt
to bring the best athletes this state has
to offer to UMaine
"We have stepped up our
recruiting." Ballinger said. "1n-state
people are our base We are trying to
contact as many as we can, also in other
areas outside of Maine."

One strong possibility is Aaron
Phillips from Amityville, N.Y., who is
currently attending Maine Central Institute in Pittsfield and has expressed in.
terest in coming to UMaine next
semester, according to Ballinger.
Phillips is a sprinter who has been
clocked in the 400 meters faster than 49
seconds.
Ballinger and his staff entertained
several prospects over the weekend and
hopes to Continue to have recruits visit
Orono throughout the winter.
•••
Both the men's and w•srnen's :ndoor
track teams will be at full strength this

The Department of Residential Life
T
•••••
cumiiiuus 1111t.5Js y• Board
are interested in your input on the new
residence facility being designed for the
University of Maine.
Members of the Campus Community are encouraged to
attend building committee meetings with the architectural
firm of Moore/Weinrich regarding the construction of the
no.v 200-bed facility scheduled lo be opened in fall 1990
This will be a unique-opPort_unity for members of the
the committee your thoughts
and suggestiorls on this important coriimunit prorct.

communit'v to share .‘Vith

Time. 9.00 am. to noon
Date: Thursday. Dec. 8
Place: York Private Dining
York Commons

Room.

,

GENERAL STWDENT
SENATE
needs -the following Senate positions filled
3.- Off-c4unpu5
110entine, Chadbourne, Colvin,
1 - Corbett, Oak, Hannibal Hamlin
1 - Dunn
1 - Gannett
1 - Kennebec
1 - Somerset
Estabrook

The women will compete in the Harsard Open, which is similar to the
Brown meet in terms of being mostly
development-oriented, but the qualifying standards will exclude some UMaine
participants.
"We will be looking to guagc performances and maybe set qualifying times
for meets later in the season," Ballinger said. "Improvement is the main
goal."
Melissa Brancely, who missed the
Brown Invitational with a hamstring
problem, and Brenda Sheehan, who
could not make the trip due to personal
reasons; will make the trip to Boston.
•••

Ballinger is meeting with the university engineers today to make future
plans for the blinding of a new outdoor
track.
This is just to make sure that the project will not interfere with other projects, BalI nger said
Although some substantial gifts have
been given, Ballinger said that the total
funding is necessary before he can get
President Lick's approval and approach
the Board of Trustees.

UMaine women rank 17th
in 1988 hoop attendance
b) Dan bustard

a

3

weekend for their first meet competition
of the )ear.
The men will have a tougher time
defeating the University of New Hampshire than last year, according to Ballinger, when UMaine easily handled the
Wildcats in Orono.
"They have improved since last
year," Ballinger said. "Norm Ford
(UNH's 1,000 yard football tailback)
will run the sprints for them, and Darrell Covell is a 1:49 half miler. All the
races will be more difficult. He(UNH
Head Coach Jim Boulanger) wasn't
really ready for us last year."
Steve and Joe Trefethen. john
Kachmar, Carl Smith and Randy Merchant, none of whom competed in the
developmental Brown Invitational last
weekend. will look to strengthen the
Black Bealis* itiances:'-7
•
—
"The middle distances a- re a Of.10113fl1 .
mark, as well as the weights," Ballinger said. "UNH also has a new pole
autter, so we might not sweep that
event thts time. We also lost some of our
depth in the long and triple jumps.
"1 am just looking to put our best
team out there. at this point in the
year

Staff Writer
The University of Maine women's
basketball team qualified for three
categories last year in the National Collegiate Athletic Association statstics according to the 1989 Women's College
Basketball Media Guide.
UMaine is one of the winningest
teams in Division I over the past seven
seasons, posting a record of 133-54 for
a .711 percentage, ranking 24th in the
nation.
Texas was the top school at .925 with
Louisiana Tech second at .915.
Sophomore center Rachel Bouchard
is one of the top returning rebounders
with her 11.3 average of last season.
Bouchard, 12th on the list and 20th in
the nation last year, is one of only seven

Learn German
This Summer

non-seniors arid the only sophomore.
Catrice Lee of Bethune-Cookman
University leads the returnees with an
average of 13.6 rebounds a game and
ranked third in the nation last sear.
['Maine was 17th in attendence,
bringing in 20,341 over 15 games for an
average of 1.3%. This number is up 552
from the previous year, but well behind
the national records set by Texas, who
in 16 games had 122,613 attend for an
average of 7,663.
The Seaboard Conference ranked
22nd overall, with the Southwest Conference leading with an average of
1,838. up 4.91 percent from the year
before.
The conference averaged 362 people
in the stands a game, up 54.04 percent,
the second highest jump in Div. I.

n

June 25 August

4, 1989

The Ninth Annual German Summer School
of the Allanti( at the University of Rhode Island
in (0-operation with the Goethe Institute Boston.
•
fite and culture the heart ot this six week residency program
mitt-risme language study

Represent your fellow students and let
your voice be heard. To become a part of
Student Govst:conie to- the Student Gov't
office on the 3rd floor of the Memorial
Union.
You can Hob s difirmos

Voy_ may earn up to nine undergraduate Ot`gradtiate credns white
iivirig-In the beautiful surroundings of CHM country campus-A
---minutes away from Rhode Islands maghifkent beaches arid f is,oric summer colonies
This pram us ideally suited kw anyone wishing to enrol
oeginning iptermediate or any level of advanced German Fr,
)usiness per Iple and travelers to students plankbrig,work tx stu
Jbroad Take advantage cal tins fare opportunity to participate-in
!his total German Language experienie
r.w Anon t lohn Grandun
Dr Otto Dor nhere Co Directors
Department ol Lknguaers
University ol Rhode Island
Kingston RI 02881 14011 N2 S911
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Palmero swapped to Texas
ATLANTA (AP) — Rafael Palmetto,
the second-best hitter in the National
League last season, went to the Texas
Rangers in the big deal of the day while
Hank 4aron verbally sparred with
Commissioner Peter Ueberroth at
baseball's winter meetings on Monday.
The Rangers made the only two
trades, including a nine-player swap
with the Chicago Cubs that included
Palmeiro and five left-handed pitchers.
Texas also got infielder Bobby
Meacham from the New York Yankees
for outfielder Bob Brower in an exchange of reserses.

Dale Murphy continued to attract major attention. San Diego and Houston
joined the New York Mets as the latest
teams to set up meetings with Atlanta
about Murphy. The Mets, meanwhile,
confirmed they were approached by Los
Angeles about second baseman Wally
Backman.
The Philadelphia Phillies again tried
to reach agreement with Mike Schmidt
on a one-year contract, having come
close on Sunday night.
Aaron and Ueberroth, however, were
in complete disagreement. Aaron
disputed Ueberroth's assertion of in-

Mian
swimmers

beat

Vermont

!, Kim Thibcau
Staff Writer
•

The University of Maine men's swim
team downed the University of Vermont
on Saturday by a score of 137-104.
"We had a lot of good performances
for us (against Vermont)," head
coach Al Switzer said.
The Black Bears swept first and second place honors in the diving competition against the Catamounts. Senior
diver Brad Russell won the one meter
and three meter events, with Rich King
placing second in both events.
The Black Bears took first place in the
440 yard medly relay with the team of
Russ N'erby, Kevin Green, Jeff Lynn
and Kevin Broad.
Maine also took first place in both
freestyle sprinting events. Scott Wescott
came up victorious in the 50 yard

freestyle and Vcrby placed first in the
100 yard event. Also in freestyle competition, Tom Sawyer swam his way to
first place in the 200 yard event.
Switzer was pleased not only with the
members of his team that won, but also
with progress of other members on the
team.
"In addition to the people who won,
we had others that did well. Todd Dyer
swam a good race in the 200 indisdival
medly. King placed second in both diving events. And Jeff Lynn was outstanding in the 200 yard butterfly. His time
was good and he came in second,"
Switzer said.
The Black Bears' record now stands
at 2-1 on the season.
Maine's next meet will be on Saturday Dec. !Oat 1 p.m. against St. John's
University at the Stanley M. Wallace
Pool.
CflnisMas trte€ LiqtitiNG

arib Cartol SiN
Wct),. Dcc. 7th, b:30 p.m

ti,

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY

creased minority opportunities, saying
it was "the same old bull, just dressed
up a little hit "

Ditka calmer
ANAHEIM, Calif (AP) — Mike
Ditka, a calm, mild-mannered softie?

attack — as a spectator in the Bears'
34-14 victory over Washington. He
was back at work fulltime the following week.
"I get excited about the games and
the things that happen, but there's no
reason to get too anxious about
anything." he said. "Either we do
it or we don't."
One of the tougher adjustments for
him is accepting calmly — more or
less — questionable calls by officials.
"Sometimes it's hard to be calm
when you see some of the calls that
are being made, but I'm learning to
be calm about those," Ditka said.
Neither he nor the doctors who
treated him were certain what caused the heart attack on Nov. 6, but
Ditka said, "I think there's a lot of
speculation as to why things happenand the old word stress comes into it.
"They don't know it was
stress," he said. "All they know is
i had a blockage that Was due to a
clot in the lower back part of the
heart. As to what brought it on, it's
hard to say. It could have been a
virus,, it could have been sudden
shock. It could have been stress, it
could have been a lot of things.
"But my arteries are very clean,
my heart is very clean and h
it won't happen again.

The Chicago Bears coach is considering changing the tough guy image that helped him land a job selling soup in a TV commercial.
"We're going to come up with a
new campaign now," Ditka said.
"I was a mean guy until I started
canna Campbell's Soup_ Now I'm a
very likeable guy. Fm going to present that to them.
"They'll 1,r,vk=osly reject it." Although it may be difficult to
change Ditka's image, he admits that
he has changed since the mild heart
attack he suffered last month, which
doctors thought might hasc been
brought on by stress.
"If you're asking me whether it's
a calmer Mike Ditka. yeah, it is,"
he said. "And it's one who appreciates life a heckuva lot more than
I did four weeks ago.
"Other than that, I'm not too different. I just promised to control
those things that I can control, quit
worrying about the things I can't,
and try not to mix those things
up."
Ditka, 49, appears to have settled
down since returning to the sidelines
on Nos. 13
II days after his heart
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Hillel. the Jewish Student Organization
needs you. Come to our next meeting on
December 6th 11:30 12:15
In the Hillel office (basement of Hancock Hall)
Help us celebrate Chanukah!!
Coll X1820 for info
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Get accepted
at parties!

Cnystal, jewelny, canbs aNb cifts.
Complete 11Ne Of New aqe aNb
metaphysical books.
LAI:MINCH BOOKS

Write for The
Daily Maine Campus!
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Buy a' Z-286-1.1" Villinchess.-sr and receive a FREE I —tech' Mau—
plus a savings of S50.00 to S100.00 on all hard disk systems.
--

Z-286-LP Model 20
with ZMM-149 monochrome monitor
with Zeiv1-1390 color monitor
minima A A A r% IFT 111 —

witn &tem-U*401J r I mg
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Z-286-LP Model 40
with ZMM-149 monochrome monitor
with ZCM-1390 color monitor
with ZCM-1490 FTM monitor

$1,699.
$1,799.
geol CA el CA
Q;11,

$2,149.
$2,099.
$2,199.
$2,399.
$2,549.
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MicroComputer Resource Center, 11 Shibles Hall, 581-2510
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